
Preparation for PeP-conference 2019 -AUSTRIA 

 
Access to Housing 
 

1) Why have you chosen this priority? Why is this priority important for your country OR region 
OR community OR group?  

 

o It is the same everywhere – if you have no home you get no job.  
o Your home is very important for your health and hygiene. Health care as a homeless is 

very difficult and takes away all dignity. 
o A home is also your base/foundation - you feel safe there and you can relax to recharge 

your batteries. With this energy and stability, you are able to fight for a job etc. 
o There exists a high dark figure of homeless women who accept humiliating 

circumstances in several ways for a warm bed – this needs to stop. Think also of the 
children who are affected by this. 

 
Quotes: 
“There was a time I couldn´t pay the rent and I got really scared. Food you can get 
somewhere for free, but not a bed.” 
“Without a home, nothing is possible.” 
 
Monika: 
“Everybody needs a shelter or lodging, needs to have a home, it is one of the most necessary, 
existential human need. It is an elementary expression of human being. 
 
In Austria, especially in Vienna I can see every day homeless people everywhere. They are 
lying in house entrances, in parks, also in metro stations with a sleeping bag and their whole 
luggage, often carried in a supermarket trolley. 
Another problem is the hidden homelessness of numerous women. They prefer staying with a 
man than to be on street. Nevertheless, this fact means very often that they are in a 
threatening and dependent situation with violence and often also with sexual abuse. Many 
women stay within this unbearable situation only not to sleep on street or in an emergency 
shelter - for so many people, who also might have many other psychological problems it is 
unbearable to sleep there together with a crowd of other persons. The leave their dignity. 
There exists enough living space, so I can read in the news. But now, there is a huge problem, 
the rates are going increasingly high, so manche people are not more able to pay the rent. 
They lose their flats because they were either evicted or do not find an affordable 
accommodation. 
 
Many problems are also not only the fault of the governmental organisations and of the 
failing system, rather often they are the own faults of the people. Many of them never learnt 
to handle with their money. It would be necessary already at school to be taught, there 
should be a subject at school which empowers already young children to handle money well 
and we should start with this subject as early as possible. 
 
Housing has a physical and social and as well a psychological function. It is a protection 
against danger of all kinds. The government is only elected to represent the interest of all the 



inhabitants and has to take care on what is necessary for a good living-situation. They should 
work for all the citizens and not only for the interest of industry and economy.” 
 
 

2) Are there any policies in place to address the problem? How do they work? What is the 
impact of these policies on PePs lives?  

 

o Good practice examples: “FaWoS” – center to secure housing in Vienna and also 
different projects of “Caritas” – they sometimes pay your rent if you meet different 
requirements. 
But they all have the same problem: they work only regional and only start working 
when you already missed to pay several rents and you are almost homeless. Often it´s 
too late to save your home. 

o Bad practice example: “Salzburg housing”, they don´t invest anything in their houses 
until the buildings crumble and residents leave. Then they rebuilt the house and sell it at 
a high price. 

o There exist local working NGO´s in Austria to prevent eviction. But we think it´s really 
important to remember: to prevent from homelessness is the full responsibility of the 
state and government, NOT of the private sector. But the public authorities offer almost 
no help beforehand to secure your home. It´s not enough that they believe to assume 
full responsibility by little subsidies of NGO´s. 

 
Quote: 
“When I went to the social centre for help with my monthly rent, they told me: “Come back 
when you lost your home and then we can start to work.”” 
 
Monika: 
“Actually, Austria is a democratic republic with a partly good working social ministry. And the 
ministry for social affairs is one of the ministries responsible for the homeless. There exist 
emergency shelters where homeless people can get a sleeping place. They can have there 
also a shower and the possibility to wash their clothes. 
But – as I have heard – these emergency shelters are not opened for everyone, for example 
people, who do not come from the European Union or people who have no papers. And they 
have also to pay a small amount of money. 
 
Also non – governmental organisations like Volkshilfe or Caritas try to mitigate the biggest 
suffer. Nevertheless, it is the duty of a government to work for their citizens and not to ignore 
their needs. 
The public welfare needs to be equipped with more money. 
The government should have greatest interest in holding the gap small between the poor and 
the rich but here we can notice the huge difference between the both. If a country has so 
much poverty this is concerning to all members of the state with increasing crime and 
negative impacts to the whole society and the social life. That should be one of the most 
important priority of the government to reduce the gap.” 
 
 

3) What solutions or improvements to existing solutions do PePs propose regarding the 
problem? 

 



o All the centres should not only pay the rent but also train how to deal with your money. 
This should be taught in schools already. 

o It is good that there exists some protection of tenants, but we would also support 
protection of landlords. We believe this would reduce the vacancy rate which also 
influences the amount of a rent. 

o Vacancies regulated by the state with obligatory levies for vacancies 
o It´s also necessary to reduce bureaucracy – often social services would pay the deposit 

for an apartment but after 12-16 weeks. No landlord waits that long for money. They 
should create a “common pot” for deposits. 

o Raise public housing and affordable/low rents but prevent the poor being pushed away 
to the outskirts – no formation of ghettos. 

o Stop real estate speculation and ban any bank from the housing market. 
o Give deposits as an interest-free loan. 
 
Quotes: 
“I don´t like to get the deposit like a present. I would pay back everything if they give me 
enough time.” 
 
Monika: 
“Because of the increasingly high rents so many people cannot pay the affordable rent. It is 
the task of the government to provide enough affordable living space according to the 
income and pension of their citizens. From the legislation must be set limits to the slum lords 
and as well as to the real estate speculators. The government reduced the funds for women 
shelters strongly– this reduction has to be taken back immediately. 
 
On the other hand, many housing problems are not only the fault of the governmental 
organisation and of the very often failing system. It is often the owns fault of the people - 
many of them never learnt to handle with money. It is necessary already at school to be 
taught. There should be a subject at school which empowers already young children to 
handle money well. And we should start with this subject as soon as possible.” 
 
 

4) Please formulate one or several solutions as a Christmas wish – we need this for the 
visibility action.  

 
o My wish for Christmas is that politicians remember what democracy means: The power of the 

people! 
o My wish for Christmas is that access to housing gets enforced as a human right. 
o My wish for Christmas is: Fight poverty by housing and food for all! 
o My wish for Christmas is that nobody needs to sell her/his body for a bed. 
 
  



Access to decent jobs and equal employment opportunities for different 
categories 
 

1) Why have you chosen this priority? Why is this priority important for your country OR region 
OR community OR group?  

 
 
 

2) Are there any policies in place to address the problem? How do they work? What is the 
impact of these policies on PePs lives?  

 
 
 

3) What solutions or improvements to existing solutions do PePs propose regarding the 
problem? 

 
 
 

4) Please formulate one or several solutions as a Christmas wish – we need this for the visibility 
action.  

 
o My wish for Christmas is that care-work gets legally recognised. 
o My wish for Christmas is that every income is enough for a decent life. 
o My wish for Christmas is that everyone has the same chances, no matter of gender, age or 

health status. 
o My wish for Christmas is: Full job opportunities and decent payment for all women. 

 


